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Executive Committee Meeting 
Wednesday 11th April, 2pm, Woolf College Seminar 6, University of Kent 

 
 
1. Present and Apologies 
Apologies: Anna Clayton, Rajinder Dudrah, Sue Harris, Chris Pallant, Joe Andrew, 
Kate Ince 
Present: Marta Fernandez Suarez, James Leggott, Elena Caoduro, Sorcha Ni 
Fhlainn, Charlotte Croft, Andy Moor, MaoHui Deng, Agnieszka Piotrowska, Alex 
Marlow-Mann, Brian Winston (left at point 8). 
 
2. Approval of the Minutes of the last EC held on Tuesday 6th March 
2018 at the National Theatre, London 
Minutes Approved 
 
3. Update on Action Points (ALL) 
All action points were dealt with. 
In particular, AP5: there is a draft for the mentorship programme. More in the 
chair’s report. 
 
4. Chair’s report (AM) 
 
Following up from the REF nominations, a number of people have been 
appointed to sub-panels, including some who received BAFTSS nominations. 
Later, more people will be appointed to be reviewers. In the course of the past 
few weeks an issue of equality and diversity came up in the MECSSA jiscserv. 
Andy confirmed we collected monitoring forms and as a society, BAFTSS took a 
more proactive approach. MECCSA might follow similar practices. Maria Delgado 
is likely to ask to reopen nominations, for panel 34, to allow more names in the 
pool. 
 
The Arts and Humanities Alliance is a club that groups 40+ scholarly associations 
from the UK, Ireland and Europe. Andy proposed to join the club to raise the 
prestige of the associations. There are no costs involved. The EC approved. 
Discussion about the structure of the new mentorship scheme developed. Andy 
suggested to follow the example of the SCMS Queer caucus and establish a 
mentorship relationship between ECR (independent scholars, HPL, fractional 
staff) and academics in salaried job. Sorcha and Agnieszka added that this could 
become a useful scheme also for mentorship in career progression and 
development (among salaried staff at different levels). The scheme could involve 
meeting once in a while, exchange emails but not necessarily proofreading 
material (only if the parties agree). In order to avoid issues and protect both 
parties involved in the scheme we need to develop guidelines. 



  
Proposal to amend BAFTSS constitution (proposer AM, seconder JL). Andy 
brought to the attention of the EC a new paragraph to be added to the BAFTSS 
constitution, in the section 6.2 Structure.  Brian Winston confirmed that the 
language of point 6.2.4 is fine: the editor in chief of Open Screens has a duty to 
report to the EC at meetings; if he/se cannot attend must appoint a 
representative and send a report. This change cannot be approved at the AGM, 
which has to operate within the constitution; therefore, an extraordinary 
meeting will be called.  
  
Elections: For the sake of logistics, elections on Friday will adopt a voting sheet. 
Brian and MaoHui will oversee the scrutiny. In future, we need to amend the 
procedure in order to be sure to have tellers outside the EC. 
 
Vice Chair (2018-21) James Leggott  
 
Ordinary Members (4 x 2018-21; 1 x 2018-20), 5 vacant positions, 6 candidates. 
These are: 
Joe Andrew; Charlotte Crofts, Alex-Marlow Mann; Sorcha NiFhlainn; Johnny 
Walker; Elizabeth Watkins. Biographies will be circulated at the AGM. The most 
popular candidates will be elected to serve. Rules in case of a draw are outlined 
in the voting sheet. 
 
Treasurer: Anna Clayton did not put her name forward before the deadline. 
Thus, the EC interpreted as a de facto resignation. Since there are no treasurer 
nominations, the EC nominated Elena Caoduro as acting Treasurer (2018-19), 
removing her from the candidate list of ordinary members up for election. As an 
EC nomination, this position needs to be approved at the AGM.   
 
 
5. Membership Report (AMM) 
Members: 228 (137 full, 91 graduate);  
 
1310 on discussion list;  
 
1579 on Twitter. 
 
6. Treasurer’s Report (AC, AM) 
AC was absent due to personal reasons. Andy Moor underlined the crucial points; 
the EC accepted the report. The BAFTSS balance is in a healthy position: 
estimated balance of £ 11,574.81. 
 
 
7. Postgraduate Report  
Marta and MaoHui are thinking about strategies to co-opt a new PGR as they are 
getting close to the writing up stage and the end of their PhDs. This would allow 
continuity when one will step down. They have been approached by a couple of 
candidates. 
 



It is still difficult to reach PGR students not present on social media, or those that 
do not know about the Facebook and Twitter accounts. The idea to counter this 
situation would be to print leaflets promoting the postgraduate network to be 
distributed in studyrooms and other areas where PhDs meet.  
 
 
The Postgraduate Poster Showcase competition was very successful. Voting 
cards are in the conference package. The EC thanks Sue Harris for managing this 
task and we are hopeful it can be repeated in future. The winner will be 
announced at the AGM.  
 
8. Funding 
The following award was made: 
Psychoanalysis & Film SIG £500.  
 
 
9. Website Maintenance (AMM):  
Alex Marlow-Mann met with the business manager of KIT solutions.co.uk, based 
in Leicester to discuss the management of the website. This is a company that 
provides jobs to undergraduate and recently gradate students of the University 
of Leicester. The problem is that the BAFTSS website is designed in a WordPress 
system. He suggested switching to Squarespace, a subscription platform; they 
could deal with the maintenance. He predicts a cost of £100 for a feasibility study 
and £200 for the transition.  
 
10. Social Media Report (AP) 
Agnieszka will cover the conference on Facebook, post pictures and spend the 
rest of the money to boost the postings. 
 
11.  Open Screens (AM, BW) 
AM: we have two pieces currently at different stages: one full article, currently 
awaiting a review, and one short one at typesetting stage.  
 
Chris Pallant has been chasing some glitches on the system but all is good.  
 
AP raised the issue whether EC members can submit in Open Screen. It seems 
that once it is up and running and submissions are open, anonymity will be 
preserved. Issues of peer-review were raised about practice works and the 
differences between Screenworks and Open Screens, namely whether publishing 
the reviewer’s report (AP and CC). As far as the practice awards are concerned, 2 
out of 6 are interested in getting published, their contribution will be sent to 
peer-review. 
 
11. BAFTSS 2019 
Conference planning in Birmingham is going ahead. A set of dates around the 
Easter break were proposed with 24-26 April as a favourite candidate. Call for 
nominations of interested institutions for BAFTSS2020 at the AGM. 
 
 


